
CITYSCAPE GLOBAL CONFERENCE
Stepping into the urban future: Happiness, innovation and technology

1 OCTOBER, INTERCONTINENTAL DUBAI FESTIVAL CITY

09:00 Arrival and Morning Refreshments

10:00
Cityscape Welcome Address
Chris Speller, Cityscape Group Director, Informa Exhibitions

10:05
Opening Remarks
Richard Dean, Journalist and Host,

10:30
Presentation
An outlook on real estate industry: Trends and disruptors
Colliers International

11:30

Presentation
Expansion of digital economies through digital clusters and innovation districts: Global vs. local
•  A global context
•  New world of city competitiveness 
•  From smart buildings to smart cities (via smart districts)
•  �e Dubai experience 
Jeremy Kelley, Global Head of Research, JLL
Craig Plumb, Head of Research, MENA, JLL

12:00

Panel Discussion
How will the disruptive technology of Blockchain transform the industry?
•  How is Blockchain transforming the industry?
•  What is the government’s responsibility towards the industry’s application of Blockchain? 
•  What are the risks that come with using Blockchain? How will these challenges be met?
•  How is this disruptive technology being applied now? What can we expect in the next 10 years?
Anthony Butler, Chief Technology Officer, IBM
More speakers to be announced

12:45

Panel Discussion
�e happiness agenda: Making UAE the happiest (real estate) place on earth
•  Tackling the challenges of oversupply and post-Expo2020; What comes next?
•  Visa and residency changes; what effect will this new regulation have on the market?
•  Real estate in the digital world; how does social media play a role in creating a happy place?
•  How does the city’s infrastructure contribute to the happiness of its residents?
•  Can real estate brokers contribute to creating a happy city? What makes buyers happy?
Lewis Allsopp, Group CEO, Allsopp and Allsopp
Hrvoje Cindrić, Associate, Middle East Urbanism Leader, Arup

11:00 Break and Speed Networking

10:10

Keynote Presentations
�e future of the UAE: What’s in store?
His Excellency Omar bin Sultan Al Olama, Minister of State for Artificial Intelligence*
His Excellency Mohammed bin Abdullah Al Gergawi, Minister of Cabinet Affairs and the Future*
Her Excellency Ohood bint Khalfan Al Roumi, Minister of State for Happiness*
Khalfan Belhoul, Chief Executive Officer, Dubai Future Foundation*

13.30 Lunch and networking reception  |  Programme resumes at 14:30



�e Built Environment Programme                                        
Creating happiness and wellbeing: Enabling human potential

Architecture and Design Programme   
Designing the blueprint for happiness: �e purpose of the 21st century architect

14:30
Opening Remarks
Tom Urquhart, Radio and Television Presenter, Dubai Eye

14:35
Keynote Presentation
Paul Scialla, CEO, International WELL Building Institute*

14:45
Presentation
Practical building for wellbeing, health and happiness
Farah Naz, Sustainability Team Leader, Buro Happold

15:00

Presentation
Less Parking, More Shopping
•  �e change from ownership to usership and its effect on parking
•  �e impact of autonomous vehicles on car parks
•  How to deal with this disruption, create opportunities / experiences and
   leverage value?
Andy Stevenson, Future Mobility Director, Mott MacDonald

15:15

Presentation
�e 4th Industrial Revolution: People, place and practices
•  �e implosion of trust; providing confidence to markets 
•  Collaboration for innovation in the built environment
•  Remaining relevant 
•  Ultimate reward: Happiness
Sean Tompkins, Global CEO, Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors 

15:30

Panel Discussion
Factoring in the human element
•  What is wellness and what are the benefits to the end user?
•  What makes happy cities in a smart world?
•  Does happiness correspond to health and wellbeing?
•  Can building WELL help developers meet the bottom line?
•  What is the difference between the WELL building movement and sustainable,
   green or smart building?
•  What are the implications on the design and budgets in a project when
   Wellness is adopted?  
Nigel Eckersall, Design and Development Director, VX Studio
Aubrilyn Reeder, Senior Manager, Economic Clusters, United World Infrastructure
Moderator: Kate Rube, Vice President, International WELL Building Institute

14:30
Opening Remarks
Richard Dean, Journalist and Host, Dubai Eye’s �e Business Breakfast Show

14:35
Keynote Presentation
How effective design can foster wellbeing and happiness
Ben Derbyshire, President, Royal Institute of British Architects 

15:00

Panel Discussion and Presentation
Artificial Intelligence meets architecture: An exciting future in design and construction
technology
•  What kind of innovation is Artificial Intelligence generating in the construction industry?
•  How is AI augmenting design and how can architects work with these technological
   developments?
•  Should architects be concerned and redesign their profession before technology does?
Dale Sinclair, Director of Technical Practice, AECOM
Hani Asfour, Associate Dean, Dubai Institute of Design and Innovation
Christopher Wodzicki, Associate Director – Structures, Buro Happold Consulting Engineers Ltd.

15:30

Panel Discussion and Presentation
Catering to the Gen Y: Designing with millennials in mind
•  What do millennials really want and what does this mean for the profession of architecture?
•  How can building designers take all the research about millennials and interpret it into
   their buildings?
•  Based on the rising demand from millennials, will there be an increasing emphasis on
   sophisticated projects in the future such as sustainable, artistic and walkable communities?
•  How should we evolve our designs and curate our cities and communities for
   senior residents?
Eddie Kemsley, CEO, KidZania
Baharash Bagherian, Founder and Design Director, Baharash Architecture
Chris Williamson, Partner, WestonWilliamson+Partners
Ignacio Gomez, Design Director, Aedas



�e Built Environment Programme                                        
Creating happiness and wellbeing: Enabling human potential

End of Conference
Afternoon Coffee and Networking Reception

Architecture and Design Programme   
Designing the blueprint for happiness: �e purpose of the 21st century architect

16:00

Presentation
Wosool: Creating happiness through accessibility in the built environment
•  What is Wosool?
•  Why Dubai Municipality has launched this service and why to implement it?
•  How to apply for this service?
•  What you will get after passing the evaluation process
Eng. Fida Al Hammadi, Head of Researches and Building Systems Section,
Dubai Municipality

16:15

Panel Discussion
Smart housing: Millennial expectations
•  How can developers anticipate future tech trends and build accordingly?
•  Do smart housing technologies influence the property industry?
•  How does building smart affect rent and sales prices? Can millennials afford the
   smart technologies they crave?
•  Will smart housing affect your asset management strategies?
•  Benefits of smart buildings for facility management and millennial end-users
Hans Christensen, VP, Dubai Technology Entrepreneurship Centre,
Dubai Silicon Oasis Authority
Jihad Tayara, Vice President ICT Commercial - Business Development, DU

16:45

Presentation
Developing the city’s infrastructure to build well
Eng. Anwaar Al Shimmari, Director, Design Department, Chief Innovation Officer,
Ministry of Infrastructure Development

16:00

Panel Discussion and Presentation
Constructing extraordinary reputations: What makes a building truly iconic
•  Does a structure need a long or controversial history to be considered truly iconic?
•  What goes into producing an iconic building? Does creating new records automatically
    put a building into the iconic category?
•  Are newer buildings facing struggles to be recognised as iconic or is the word on its own
   starting to be considered overused?
•  �e UAE is famous for its theme “bigger and better”. Can the emirate sustain itself in this
    fashion or is there a need for an alternative building model?
Christina Seilern, Principal, Studio Seilern Architecture
Vittorio Grassi, Founder, Vittorio Grassi Architetto and Partners
Jonathan Ashmore, Founder-Director, ANARCHITECT

16:30

Panel Discussion
�e war of façades: What it takes to be a winner
•  What are the architectural trends, challenges and development in the world of façades?
•  Is fire safety, sustainable and energy efficient façade the future of construction? 
•  What innovation is taking place within the façade industry? How does this evolve the way
   we use and implement them?
Adrian Dobson, Executive Director Professional Services, Royal Institute of British Architects
More speakers to be announced

17:00
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